Thank you for purchasing an Arctic Tern Window from Tern Overland! We hope you have a great experience enjoying the window for years to come. Please review the Operation Instructions so that you can have optimal functionality with your window.

**Open Window Instructions**

**Step 1:** Push button on the handle and rotate to unlock as per diagram. (Diagram 1)

**Step 2:** Push acrylic panel outwards. Panel will click at different positions of opening. 300mm high windows have two opening positions, other windows have three. (Diagram 2)
Close Window Instructions

**Step 1:** Push acrylic panel outwards a little to release from lock position, then pull inwards to the full lock position, as per diagram. (Diagram 3&4)

![Pull inwards](diagram3.png)

**All windows are equipped with semi-lock position, providing ventilation and preventing wind damage while parked (Diagram 5). Windows must be fully closed, and handles must be locked while traveling.**

![Semi-lock position](diagram5.png)
Blind and Screen Information

Features

This specially designed panel has three functions:
1. The blind prevents light entry and provides privacy.
2. Screen delivers protection from bugs.
3. It can act as an emergency exit when the blind and screen are unlocked and window is open.

Instructions

Use the central handle, to pull or push the blind upwards or downwards in any position. (Diagram 6)

The blind and screen can be locked together by joining middle catch. Once locked together, they can be positioned as required. (Diagram 7)

To unlock, press down on the catch in the handle. (Diagram 8)

Note: Rain will enter the cabin through the window if it is fully open. Use the semi-lock ventilation position or 1st click position if you need the window open while it is raining.
Acrylic Window Care

Following these simple steps will ensure long service life from your acrylic windows.

1. Always rinse abrasive dust from the window before cleaning.
2. Never use glass cleaner to clean acrylic unless it specifically says it is meant for acrylic. Ammonia based cleaners are especially damaging. A better solution is a few drops of dish washing liquid in water. Dry with a soft towel or chamois.
3. Automated car washes should be avoided due to the possible abrasives in the wash wheels. These are not so good for your paint either!
4. We recommend Novus brand plastic cleaners and polishes:
   - **Novus 1** is for day to day cleaning. It leaves a bright, static free surface that resists fogging and finger prints.
   - **Novus 2** is for polishing out fine scratches. It should always be followed by Novus 1
   - **Novus 3** is for removing deeper scratches. It should always be followed Novus 1 and 2

We are an authorized NOVUS Distributor. Our Other Components website page has all the details. Call Tern Overland to order your NOVUS Kit today!